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microbial makeup of the human and mouse gastrointestinal tract. However, techniqu
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size and sequence context of the fungal Internal Transcribed Spacer 1 (ITS1), the m
target formycobiota profiling, are highly variable. Using representative gastrointestinal
build a known “mock” library, we examine how this sequence variability affects data qu
from IlluminaMiseq and Ion Torrent PGM sequencing pipelines. Also, while analysis of
profiles is facilitated by the presence of high-quality well-accepted databases of
sequences, such an accepted database has not yet emerged to facilitate fungal
characterization, and we observe that redundant and inconsistent ITS1 sequence repr
publically available fungal reference databases affect quantitation and annotation of s
gut. To address this problem, we have constructed amanually curated reference databa
for annotation of gastrointestinal fungi. This targeted host-associated fungi (THF) data
1817 ITS1 sequences representing sequence diversity in genera previously identified i
mouse gut. We observe that this database consistently outperforms three common
alternatives on comprehensiveness, taxonomy assignment accuracy and computationa
analyzing sequencing data from the mouse gastrointestinal tract.
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Advances in high-throughput sequencing technol
have driven enormous progress recently in our understan
of the prevalence and diversity of the microbial commu
associated with nearly all of our mucosal surfaces (Clem
et al., 2012; Methé et al., 2012; Knights et al., 2013).
“microbiota” influences processes ranging from digestio
behavior and is increasingly being appreciated as a
component of our physiology that directly influences h
and disease. While most studies of the gastrointe
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and others have recently begun to explore the fun
also present in these communities (Scupham et al.
et al., 2012; Dollive et al., 2013; Hoffmann et al., 20

There are two main approaches to microbial
profiling: metagenomics and targeted amplicon
Whole genome sequencing (WGS) of a community,
as metagenomics, is a powerful, but expensive an
tionally challenging approach (Morgan and Hu
2014). It is not suitable for evaluation of fungi in the
First, in communities dominated by bacteria (or ot
microbial DNA sources), extremely deep and costly
is required to uncover fungi. Second, while man
genomes are available for the types of bacteria typ
in the mammalian microbiome, there are signific
complete fungal genomes yet available (Underhi
2014). In the targeted amplicon approach to
bacterial microbiota, highly variable regions of the
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are amplified by PCR and sequenced. Comparison of these
sequences to well-established reference databases of 16S
sequences allows identification of the bacteria from which
they are derived. This approach allows for very deep analysis of
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having different accepted names at the phylum level. In this
manuscript, we report producing a new custom, hand-curated
database and evaluate the effectiveness of this database
compared to several existing public options.
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a community and is highly cost-effective.
While the targeted amplicon approach as described

gives information about bacteria in a community, it ca
modified to investigate fungi as well. The most com
approach is to amplify the fungal “internal transcribed sp
(ITS) regions. This is in part because of the historical broad d
of sequencing for this target available in public data
(Schoch et al., 2012): as of February 2015, there are 4
fungal ITS1 (or 182K ITS2) sequences in GenBank. There are
ITS regions, ITS1 is located between the 18S and 5.8S g
while ITS2 is located between 5.8S and 25S genes. Since
ITS regions are not part of the conserved transcribed regio
the structural ribosomal RNAs, they are highly dive
between fungi, often being sufficiently different to cla
fungi to the species level. In eukaryotes and bacteria, the r
region typically exists in multiple copies per genome. In f
the locus is typically duplicated 100–200 times, thus ca
must be used when trying to derive quantitative compar
between various species in mixed populations by this appr

Compared to bacterial 16S sequencing, fungal ITS sequen
presents the investigator with two new problems. First, u
bacterial 16S amplicons, fungal ITS sequences from diff
species can differ widely in size and sequence co
(Abarenkov et al., 2010; Santamaria et al., 2012). ITS fragm
isolated from mouse or human feces typically vary in le
between 100 and 550 base pairs, and it is not yet clear how
variable lengths affect recovery of sequences through the va
steps of sequencing on high-throughput platforms. Furtherm
with the recent retirement of Roche 454 chemistry, the
“gold standard” platform for microbiome analyses, the
platform of choice for mycobiome applications needs t
evaluated. The two most common third generation “bench
sequencing platform are MiSeq (Illumina) and Ion Torrent
Technologies). Both platforms' limitations have been
characterized but not so well recognized. For instance, Illum
sequencing-by-synthesis approach ismore sensitive to sequ
complexity while the Ion Torrent semiconductor seque
method has a higher overall error rate in homopolymer re
(Loman et al., 2012). Given the greater complexity o
sequences in size and sequence compared to 16S, it is nece
to elucidate any 3rd generation sequencing platform specifi
that affects fungal profiling. In this manuscript, we offer a
by-side comparison of how these two new technologies ha
the variable lengths of fungal ITS sequences.

Second, unlike bacterial 16S sequences, there is no
established database of ITS sequences. Publically ava
repositories of fungal sequences are replete with redun
sequences containing incomplete and/or incorrect taxon
assignments. In fact, it has been estimated that asmany as 2
the fungal sequences in the International Nucleotide Sequ
Databases (INSD) are incorrectly annotated at the species
(Nilsson et al., 2006). In addition, of the 45,979 entries i
consortium integrative fungal database UNITE (Abarenkov
2010), 12,096 (26.31%) entries cannot be assigned to a fa
Finally, fungal taxonomy is enormously complicated. It is
common for sexual (telomorph) and asexual (anamorph) f

of a single fungus to be classified as different taxa, sometimes
f
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2. Material and methods

2.1. DNA isolation

Fecal, skin, oral, and lung samples were obtaine
10 weeks old female C57BL/6J mice (Jackson Labo
representative fecal sample was selected from a p
samples characterized in (Iliev et al., 2012) for furth
DNA was isolated as described below. Samples we
nized and incubated with 200 U of Lyticase (Sigma)
Sample pellets were resuspend in 800 ul of DNA sto
(Stratec) and transferred to tubes containing 1:3 rati
and 0.5mmbeads. The tubes were placed on Omni B
12 Homogenizer (Omni International) and subjec
1 min cycles of beating. Samples were then heated
10 min, placed on ice for 1 min, and centrifuged at
1 min. The supernatant was then processed using Q
Mini Kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer's i
Individual strains including, Candida tropicalis (ATC
Saccharomyces cerevisiae (ATCC 4007164) were obt
the American Type Culture Collection, while Saccha
fibuligerawas isolated frommurine feces and identifi
sequencing (Iliev et al., 2012). DNA from individual
isolated using the method described above.

2.2. Sample quantity assessment

Four steps (sample quality control, PCR, library p
and library quality control) are needed for opti
amplification and recovery (Supplementary Fig. 1A
quantitatively fungal, bacterial and host DNA, DNA
tion in samples were first quantified with the Qub
eter 2.0 dsDNA High Sensitivity Assay (Life Tec
Microbiota and host genomic content were qu
further assayed using 2 μl of each sample using Pa
lus/Candida hydrolysis probes (Qiagen, cat# BPCL0
fungi, Pan-Bacteria (cat# BPCL00360A) for bacteria,
genomic HBB1 hydrolysis probes (cat# BPCL00541
Each reaction used 1 μl of hydrolysis probes/prime
of microbial qPCR Mastermix supplied with the
Microbial DNA-free water (Qiagen)was added to ea
for a final volume of 20 μl. The qPCR cycling conditio
according to the manufacturer's instructions.

2.3. ITS PCR

Fungal ITS1 ampliconswere typically generated
reactions using 1 ng of each sample with 35 c
Phusion DNA Polymerase (New England BioLa
annealing temperature of 56.1 °C using the pri
(CTTGGTCATTTAGAGGAAGTAA) and
(GCTGCGTTCTTCATCGATGC) (Gardes and Bruns, 19
this generally yields sufficient amplification of ITS1 t
did so for samples used in this study), we sometime
samples in which fungal content is underrepresente

DNA (Supplementary Fig. 1B). In such cases, the cycles of



amplification and amount of sample added for each ITS
amplicon PCR must be adjusted according to the cycle
threshold (Ct) of the microbiota/host qPCR in order to
normalize all sample reactions to the same amount of fungal
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2.7. Sequencing

Illumina sequencing was performed on the Illumina MiSeq
platform (Illumina)which uses a paired-end sequencingmode,
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template. Resultant ITS amplicons were purified
Agencourt AmPure Magnetic Beads (Beckman Coulter), r
pended in 20 μl of nuclease-free water, and quantified us
Qubit fluorometer. Amplicons were further qualified usin
DNA 1000 assay on the Agilent Bioanalyzer (Ag
Technologies).

2.4. Generation of controlled mock microbial communities

To evaluate the two different sequencing platforms
microbial communities were constructed from commonm
microbes. First, a mock bacterial community was constr
with amplicons that have similar size from the 16S V
variable regions of three bacterial strains (Streptoc
agalactiae, Listeria monocytogenes, and Staphylococcus au
Amplicons from the three strains were combined in equim
ratios. Similarly, a mock fungal community was construct
mixing known concentrations of PCR amplified ITS1 regio
different sizes from three fungal strains, that are comm
found in gut, in the following ratio: 33% C. tropicalis
S. fibuligera, and 33% S. cerevisiae. Adapter ligation
multiplexing, nick repair, and library enrichment were
formed according to manufacturer's protocol (see Section

2.5. Fragmentation of mock fungal community amplicons fo
Torrent personal genome machine (PGM) sequencing

We built sequencing libraries from enzymat
fragmented amplicons in order to evaluate the size-depen
enrichment of some species on the PGM. From each of the
fungal strains, 100 ng of ITS amplicon was sheared for 20
using ion shear reagents (Ion Xpress Plus Fragment Li
preparation kit, Life Technologies). Adapter ligation and m
plexing, nick repair, and library enrichment were perfo
according to manufacturer's protocol (see Section 2.6).

2.6. Library preparation

Illumina paired-end adapters with unique indexes
ligated to 100 ng of ITS1 amplicons using the TruSeq DNA
Sample Preparation Kit (Illumina). Library enrichment
performed with 10 cycles of PCR and purified using Agen
Ampure Magnetic Beads (Beckman). Successful ligatio
Illumina adapters results in 120 base pair shifts in the size
amplicons and has confirmed using Agilent DNA
Bioanalyzer assays (Supplementary Fig. 1C). Qubit fluorom
assay (Life Technologies) is used for final quantitation
libraries were then pooled at equimolar concentrations.

Afterwards, 100 ng of pooled ITS amplicons were us
generate Ion Torrent sequencing libraries using the Ion X
Library Kit (Life Technologies). Adapters and primers
diluted 1:10 to accommodate for the low input into the li
preparation. Libraries were barcoded using Ion Xpress Ba
Adapter Kit (Life Technologies) to allow for multip
sequencing. Libraries were quantified and qualified in

same manner as the Illumina libraries.
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giving the possibility to obtain relatively long o
reads (250 base pairs) with less than 1% error rates.
libraries were clonally amplified directly onto a
single-end (SE) flow cells and sequenced wit
Illumina sequencing primers according to man
instructions. Raw data processing and run de-m
were performed using on-instrument analyti
manufacturer's recommendations.

For Ion Torrent sequencing, libraries were conju
Sphere Particles® (ISPs) using the Ion Torrent
system (Life Technologies). Each template stra
amplified, creating a clonal community of templat
on each ISP. Enrichment of template-positive
performed using the Ion Torrent Enrichment System
to manufacturer's instructions. Sequencing was pe
an Ion Torrent PGM (Life Technologies) using 40
sequencing chemistry and PGM 314 v2 chips a
manufacturer's instructions. Base-calling and
multiplexing were performed using on-instrument

2.8. Data processing

For IlluminaMiSeq sequencing reads, raw FASTQ
filtered to enrich for high quality reads including re
adapter sequence by cutadapt v1.4.1 (Martin, 2011
any reads that do not contain the proximal primer s
any reads containing a single N (unknown base)
reads are then quality trimmed using a cus
(split_libraries_fastq.py) from QIIME v1.6 (Capo
2010), by truncating reads not having an average q
of 20 (Q20) over a 3 base pair sliding window
removing trimmed reads having less than 75% of th
length. For Ion Torrent semiconductor sequencing,
reads not containing the designed proximal ITS prim
mismatches) or any reads containing a single Nwer
from further analysis.

2.9. Calculation of relative abundance in mock
controls

Three technical replicates of the mock control l
sequenced independently on each platform (Ion T
MiSeq) in different sequencing runs as described
high quality MiSeq and Ion Torrent reads were a
BLAST v2.2.22 to ITS1-containing reference
(GenBank accession numbers EU288196, JX09
U10409) for the three strains. Relative abundanc
fungal strain in one of the three technical repl
calculated before and after library prep using A
expert software version b.02.08.sI648(sr2) (Santa C
well as after sequencing by counting the reads alig
fungal strain. Relative bias was calculated by sub
observed value from the expected abundance and
Fig. 2C. The total bias for each platform is reported a
the library prep and sequencing bias in Fig. 2D. A t
test was used to determine significant differenc

PGM and MiSeq platforms.

http://EU288196
http://JX094776
http://U10409


2.10. Database performance

2.10.1. Findley, RTL and UNITE database
The 2593 reference sequences from the Findley database
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(Findley et al., 2013) were downloaded from http://w
mothur.org/w/images/2/20/Findley_ITS_database.zip.
23,456 accession numbers from the RTL database (Fin
et al., 2013; Schoch et al., 2014) and thematching sequenc
each accession numbers were downloaded from Gen
using a custom python script. The most recent release (Q
release version 6) of UNITE database (Abarenkov et al., 2
was downloaded from http://unite.ut.ee/.

2.10.2. Targeted host-associated fungi (THF) database
We generated a list of genera that could be identified

aligning ITS sequences from mouse and human samples
UNITE sequences. We reasoned that our custom-cu
database should contain ITS sequences representing
diversity in these genera. We identified publications in
mycology literature reporting phylogenetic trees for
genera and reasoned that the ITS sequences/fungal st
demonstrated to be related in these trees should rel
represent the genera with minimal misidentifications. W
possible, we tried to use phylogenetic trees based on
sequences specifically, as this should best represent
relationships between the ITS sequences we generate. W
ITS phylogenies were not readily available, we relie
phylogenies based on other genomic regions (e.g. D
Large Subunit rDNA) and manually identified ITS seque
from the reference strains used for inclusion. We ther
seeded our database with these ITS sequences and in
reference to the publications supporting these name as
ments. Where convenient based on the literature being
we expanded the database to include sequence diversity
related genera. Where anamorphs and telomorphs cou
identified, we selected one name to represent the organ
trying to choose the name that is more commonly used
present version of this database (THF 1.0) includes
sequences linked to species names and to refere
supporting their phylogenetic relationships to similar f
As a result, THF database provides reliable taxonomy at e
taxonomic level down from kingdom to species for every
in the database. The THF database can be downloaded free
https://risccweb.csmc.edu/microbiome/thf/.

2.10.3. Fungal database comparisons
Weevaluated the UNITE, Findley, RTL and THF databas

species representation, complete ITS1 sequences, taxon
assignment, and computational efficiency. In brief, the
essed high-quality reads of one representative fecal sa
(~373 K reads) from our published dataset (Iliev et al., 2
and newly sequenced threemurine samples frommouth,
skin and feces onMiSeq platform(ca. 8.2M reads)were ali
to the respective reference database, using BLAST v2.2.22 i
QIIME v1.6 wrapper with an identity percentage ≥97
operational taxonomic unit (OTU) picking on a high pe
mance cluster consisting of 100 nodes with 1.8 GHz Dual
Opteron processors and 4 GB of RAM per core. OTU
compiled into genera using a custom Perl script.

We identified ITS1 and ITS2 regions in the four data

using an ITS sequence search tool, ITSx version 1.0.9
.

,

,

.

:

,

end and 28S start was required to identify com
region. The reference sequenceswere grouped furth
the completeness of ITS1 and ITS2 regions.

3. Results

3.1. Sequencing approaches

The types of fragments amplified during PCR
16S regions and fungal ITS regions are substantial
from each other. 16S amplicons recovered after P
variety of mouse fecal DNA samples are relatively
size (≈369 bases, Fig. 1A). In contrast, the abun
sizes of ITS amplicons from these same samples
diverse, ranging from ≈170 to ≈550 bases (Fig.
patterns reveal substantial mouse-to-mouse diversi
content, but also illustrate the technical challenge e
when trying to sequence each fungal species in
mixture with equal efficiency.

To investigate the potential for bias in sequen
preparation methods and sequencing technolo
characterizing DNA sequences of different lengths
ated two “model” libraries made up of either 16S
from three different bacteria or ITS amplicons
different fungi. Equimolar concentrations of 16S
from S. agalactiae (366 base pairs), L. monocytogene
pairs), and S. aureus (360 base pairs) were mixe
Similarly, equimolar concentrations of ITS ampl
C. tropicalis (250 base pairs), S. fibuligera (320 base
S. cerevisiae (445 base pairs) weremixed (Fig. 1D). T
all common in mouse fecal samples, replicate the
fungal ITS sequence lengths, and themodel libraries
quantify biases inherent in the sequencing analyses

When the bacterial mock 16S amplicon comm
made into libraries and sequenced using Illim
protocols, we found that the semi-quantitative d
the different component amplicons was highly re
and 16S sequences from each of the model bac
detected with approximately the expected ratios (
This is consistent with MiSeq being selected
investigators as a robust sequencing platform for ta
microbial community profiling (Caporaso et al., 201

We next directly compared two current seque
forms (Illumina MiSeq and Ion Torrent PGM) with
fungal ITS library to determine how they would
variably-sized component fragments. When analy
Illumina MiSeq, we observed modest sequence reco
favor of smaller fragments (Fig. 2C, D)(p b 0.02
analysis of the process revealed that the majority
present comes from the sequencing platform an
Illumina library preparationmethod itself contribute
ly (Fig. 2C). In contrast, when analyzed on the Ion To
we observed very strong bias towards smaller fragm
loosing detection of the 450 base pair S. cerevisiae
altogether (Fig. 2C, D) (p b 0.0051). Further ana
process revealed that both the library preparation m

the sequencing platform contributed to this bias (Fig. 2C).

http://www.mothur.org/w/images/2/20/Findley_ITS_database.zip
http://www.mothur.org/w/images/2/20/Findley_ITS_database.zip
http://unite.ut.ee/
https://risccweb.csmc.edu/microbiome/thf/
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Fig. 1. Fungal ITS amplicons fromdifferent species vary in size and contentwhile bacterial 16S amplicons are similar. DNAwas isolated frommouse fecal samples and from
respective bacterial or fungal strains. 16S and ITS regions were amplified by PCR, and amplicon profiles were analyzed using an Agilent Bioanalyzer. A) Representative
Agilent profiles of bacterial 16S V1–V3 amplicons from three different fecal samples. B) Representative Agilent profiles of ITS amplicons produced from the three different
fecal samples. C) Agilent profile of a bacterial 16S “mock community” library produced by pooling equimolar concentrations of 16S V1–V3 amplicons derived from
Streptococcus agalactiae, Listeria monocytogenes, and Staphylococcus aureus. D) Agilent profile of ITS “mock community” produced by pooling equimolar concentrations of
ITS1 amplicons from Candida tropicalis (250 base pairs), Saccharomycopsis fibuligera (350 base pairs), and Saccharomyces cerevisiae (450 base pairs).
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PGM was truly due to being given ITS fragments of diff
sizes, that a method that normalized the sizes of the fragm
would reduce the observed bias. We therefore perfo
shearing of equimolar pools of mock community ampl
(Fig. 3A) before library preparation and sequencing and f
that the profile of fungal species in the mock community
good agreement (50%, 31% and 19%) with expected a
dances and independent of original amplicon sizes (Fig
Thus, while it may be possible to develop protocols
facilitate use of the PGM, additional steps and validationw
required compared to Illumina MiSeq.

3.2. Database approaches

Once fungal ITS sequences have been generated, the
challenge faced by investigators is how to identify the
fromwhich the sequences originate. In contrast to bacteria
analysis where well-established, commonly-accepted
bases of sequences are available, fungal ITS analys
comparably undeveloped. As noted above, errors in p

sequence annotation, the evolving nature of our understanding
s

s

-
.
t

t
i

-
s

in fungal taxonomy make databases difficult to wor
UNITE database (http://unite.ut.ee/repository.php)
the most commonly-used fungal ITS database. It
International Nucleotide Sequence Database Collab
attempts to cover all public fungal ITS sequence
(currently 45,976 sequences in its “non-redundan
Findley et al. created a custom database to su
mycobiota studies at the NIH National Huma
Research Institute (Findley et al., 2013). In this da
investigators applied a bioinformatic approach to m
the ITS sequences available in Genbank and disti
nonredundant set (23,456 sequences). Some leve
curation of taxonomic discrepancies and a
telomorph naming was applied. Taking a differen
Schoch et al. have sought to bring together a large
of mycologists to generate a definitive fungal rDN
called the RefSeq Targeted Loci (RTL) database. In th
every sequence included (currently 2,593) has bee
ally scrutinized for sequence length, quality, and
identification by scientistswith expertise in each typ

included.

http://unite.ut.ee/repository.php
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We analyzed a single representative mouse feca
sequence library (372,546 reads) with these three diff
currently available public databases, and the results illustrat
challenges (Fig. 4). The distribution of fungi detected can de
on the database used. While Candida and Saccharomyce
detected by all three (albeit to slightly different degrees),
organisms were detected very differently. The abundan
Candida and Saccharomyces in this sample was confirme
direct quantitative PCR (Iliev et al., 2012). UNITE identif
significant number of sequences belonging to Cryptococcu
observed in the other databases. Interestingly, the Findley
database identified a significantly larger fraction of the rea
Chaetomium. Many of these readswere annotated asHumic

other databases, upon closer inspection this may be because
f

.

Findley lacks reference sequences for Humicola.
Findley identified a significant number of reads as “u
offering no clues as the genera most closely rela
sequences. UNITE identified both Fusarium and Gibbe
are anamorph/telomorph names of the same orga
specifically named all identified fungal genera and no
were left “unclassified”. RTL also identified a signific
of sequences as belonging to Cetraspora, however
inspection these readswere actually annotated as Sac
in the other databases. We discovered the single Sac
ITS1 reference sequence in RTL was actually an inco
reference sequence unable to align significantly
Saccharomyces read. In addition, no Plectosphaerella

fied using the RTL database; upon closer inspection RTL lacks



references for Plectosphaerella. Finally, we identified Gliomastix
reads in all the databases except Findley then discovered there
was no Gliomastix reference in the Findley database. To address

abase

tailored to specifically encompass the sequence diversity found
in genera known to be found in gastrointestinal samples and
giving them names that represent the relationships between

published
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Fig. 3. Fragmentation of ITS amplicons before sequencing decreases the bias during PGM sequencing. A) Agilent profile of an ITS mock community sequencing library
after amplicon fragmentation. B) Fraction of readsmapping to reference sequences for all three fungal strains after sequencing of a fragmented library on the Ion Torrent
PGM sequencing platform.
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these database challenges, we generated our own dat
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organisms in the gut. We manually identified
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sequence-based phylogenetic trees documenting the sequ
diversity in genera that we selected based on ongoing analy
many mouse and human gastrointestinal samples. Anamo
telomorph naming ambiguities were alsomanually edited o
restrict sequences to one common name. Using this targ
host-associated fungi (THF) database, we analyzed the
sample used in comparing the other databases (Fig. 5A)
database identifies a larger fraction of the sequence
Saccharomyces. There is enormous sequence diversity
naming ambiguity in the genus Saccharomyces, and we be

that these sequences have beenmore accurately placedwith this
f
curated approach. Other genera are specifically nam
sequences are left “unclassified” or confused in a
telomorph pairs. Literature references in the data
deeper interrogation of sequence-based phylogene
ships as investigators require it.

While database specificity is a critical compon
analysis as discussed above, such analyses are also
mapping efficiencies; a database that identifies
confidently but that identifies far fewer sequenc
alternative database is of limited use. Databases wh

complete will affect the relative quantitation of fungi in a



sample.We therefore compared the abilities of the three public
databases and the custom THF database to map and name
sequences from a variety of samples to the genus level (Fig. 5B,
Supplementary Fig. 2). THF confidently names asmany ormore
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To further characterize the bias in directionality among the four
databases, we summarized the completeness of the ITS regions
in the reference sequences in each database (Fig. 6B). Interest-
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sequences than the other three databases in funga
sequencing datasets from mouse feces as well as several
anatomical locations (Fig. 5B, Supplementary Fig. 2).

The completeness of ITS1 sequences in databases is c
for correct mapping and relative quantification of f
sequences. We compared the sensitivity for the rDNA
scribed strand (“forward orientation”, starting with
primer) and its complementary strand (“reverse orienta
starting with ITS2 primer), respectively. We observe
significant differences in the sequence length distrib
profiles of the four databases. However, there is a consi
mapping bias in favor of the transcribed strand in all the
databases (Fig. 6A) meaning that the currently-availabl
reference sequences are biased towards reads originating
the 18S region. At the four mouse body sites examined a
the Findley et al. database introduced the lowest mapping
on the directionality of sequencing, although the results
very similar to UNITE and THF. In contrast, the RTL databas
the largest bias in the majority of body sites with up to 3.3
mapping preferences towards the forward orientation.
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(45.82%, 41.61% and 38.88%) of complete ITS1 refer
RTL, Findley and THF databases, which suggests that
mapping bias observed with the RTL database is unl
the majority of ITS1 sequences in RTL being incomp
this data and our previous observations (e.g.
S. cerevisiae), suggest that RTL may have incom
references for species that are more commonly foun

A final consideration in fungal ITS database u
computational burden demanded by the differen
The reference database sequence alignments are co
ally intensive, and the running times are directly pro
database size. We compared the analysis time requ
four databases for a full MiSeq dataset (8.2M reads i
UNITE database (45,976 entries) demanded 18.25 h
ing time on our computer cluster composed of 200+
and 800 GB of RAM. The Findley et al. database is sim
(23,456 sequences) and required 12.2 h. The RT
databases are smaller (2593 and 1817 sequences r
and thus were processed much faster (4.1 and 3.6 h
ly). Thus the smaller, more focused THF database
laboratories without easy access to large computer
process large fungal ITS sequencing datasets.

4. Discussion

We describe here a combined sequencing a
approach for analyzing intestinal mycobiomes. With
retirement of Roche 454 chemistry, newer sequencin
will need to be utilized for fungal ITS sequen
community analysis. We evaluated the strengths
nesses of the IlluminaMiSeq and Ion Torrent PGM p
this type of analysis. While Next Generation seque
profiles are well described (Loman et al., 2012), we
strongly distorted fungal community profile using Io
PGM that could be the result of the failure to am
amplicons on ISP's® which are limited to
b50–400 bp. Highly inefficient clonal amplification
could result in a sequences with such poor fidelity,
be unreadable. In the future, isothermal amplificatio
semiconductor sequencing platforms such as the P
minimize bias in clonal amplification, enabling fragm
than 400 base pairs to be sequenced efficientl
unbiased approaches that amplify whole genomes
PCR (e.g. whole genome linear amplification) m
decrease any size-dependent amplification bias.

Although, MiSeq introduces a small bias towar
cation of fungi with smaller ITS1 regions, we ant
continuing improved chemistries will further redu
Importantly, the small bias is very reproducibl
common microbial comparative analysis biom
proaches like LEfSe (Segata et al., 2011). Finally,
platform enables identification of even the la
fragments. Therefore, we have settled for now on
platform. In the future, the development of a rich m
community as a standardmight help assess addition
PCR primer efficiency and sequence content)

.
S
s

g
s
.

covered here and may help standardize the field.



Given that as many as 20% of ITS sequences in GenBank are
thought to be incorrectly annotated (Nilsson et al., 2006) and
that many sequences are simply annotated as “fungi”, databases
that are based on GenBank are prone to incorrect taxonomic
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assignment. Incorrect taxonomic assignments can caus
quences from very similar or identical organisms to be iden
as very different, and this effect can be compounded by div
of like sequences between sexual and asexual names o
organism. This may lead to decreased significance in ident
tion of clinically important fungal species or decreased si
cance in identification of clinically important changes in fu
species. Thus, we see a need for highly-referenced, well-cu
database tools for grouping host-associated fungi by
sequencing. The THF database generated here performs at
aswell as existing databases (at least in the analysis of them
gastrointestinal tract samples it has been thus far tailored t
thoroughly referenced, is directly linked to taxonomical i
mation, and is hand curated. It also enables faster comput
than alternatives. We expect that ongoing modification
expansion of the tool will improve its utility and functio
course, THF is not designed to replace existing fungal disco
databases. Like all analysis tools for high-throughput
sequencing, findings derived fromTHF also need to be confi
by follow-up with alternative tools and approaches.
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